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MB Quart QM200.3 BMW
At MB Quart "vehicle-specific
systems" is of strategic importance.
In the meantime, there is a
significant range for BMW and
others in development.
MB Quart joined the American
company Maxxsonics USA in 2005,
and the Americans have, of course,
expanded all categories of business
so that MB Quart can become more
mainstream than in the past. There
are things that would not have been
possible with the good old
Obrigheim team. A significant
proportion of this is the German and
European sales and design for one
thing. So it's no wonder that such
great manufacturers like BMW and
VW were first to be considered in the
vehicle-specific systems.
In addition to the "usual" front
speaker system with subwoofer and
crossovers offered in the USA, MB
Quart offers rear speaker kits with
customized active subwoofer for
BMW, VW and Peugeot in Europe
that snugly tuck into the body
fenders, thanks to GRP body kit.
For BMW there are three speaker
systems. Currently available in the
USA is the QM200.3BMW. A
three-way system that is
recommended by the MB Quart for
the 1-Series, 3-Series, 5-Series and
X1. The system comes with a 20.3cm
subwoofers for the BMW sub-seat
body, a 10cm mid-range for the door
and a 25dome tweeter.
The frequency response of systems
are ok, the midrange is even with
extremely wide-bandwidth and
balanced - a positive vibe of
good-natured resonance behavior of
the polymer membrane.
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Sonically, I like the QM200.3 with its
pretty balanced sound quality. After
downloading specs for the tweeter it
fits well into the overall sound and
delights the ear with very neat and
crisp details. Even the sturdy
deep-bass knows how to satisfy.
There's only criticism for the lack of
bite, the MB Quart is a pleasant
companion on long-haul and definitely
more than a significant improvement
over the original.

Der zu laute Hochtöner kann per Schalter eingefangen
werden, ansonsten recht ausgeglichener Verlauf, allerdings mit schwachem Wirkungsgrad im Mittelton

Bewertung
Preis

Klang
Labor
Praxis

um 350 Euro

55 %
30 %
15 %

1,6 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
1,7 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
1,5 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

MB Quart QM200.3 BMW
MB Quart legt eine konventionelle Zweiwegeweiche (mit Kabelsatz) bei. Geﬁltert
werden Hochtöner und Mitteltöner
(Tiefpass zum Hochtöner)
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„MB Quart bietet mit dem QM200.3 ein solides
und preiswürdiges BMW-System an.“
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